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Colorful Utility: The Essential OEM Army Knife 11-in-1 SS-0834 – Your

Versatile Companion

Introducing the OEM Army Knife 11-in-1 SS-0834 by Shieldon Manufacturing & Trading

Combo business—a vibrant, practical, and indispensable tool that’s engineered for

both the unexpected and the everyday. Whether you're an intrepid explorer, a hands-on

DIYer, or looking for the perfect practical gift, the SS-0834 is tailored to fit into

every aspect of your lifestyle, ensuring you're always prepared, no matter what life

throws your way.

Striking Design, Superior Functionality

https://www.shieldon.net/oem-service/
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The SS-0834 army knife is the epitome of functional art. With its robust 2CR13 stainless

steel main body and a satin finish, each tool is built to last. The tinting handle

provides a touch of personal style, available in red and a variety of other colors,

making it as much a fashion statement as it is a practical tool.

Compact in design, the knife measures a convenient 3.66 inches when closed, expanding

to a full 6.1 inches when opened, fitting snugly in the palm of your hand or sliding

effortlessly into your pocket. Despite its light weight of just over 3.67 ounces, it

packs a punch with comprehensive tool support.

A Symphony of Tools

The SS-0834 doesn't just boast a knife—it's an entire toolkit tucked into one sleek

package, featuring:

1. Knife Blade: A sharp, reliable companion for cutting with precision.

2. Wood Saw: Robust and rugged, ready to tackle branches and timber.

3. Scissors: Quick and efficient for cutting through materials with ease.

4. Bottle Opener: Your go-to gadget for a refreshing beverage.

5. Can Opener: Access your provisions effortlessly, anytime, anywhere.

6. Phillips Screwdriver: For those on-the-fly fixes and essential tightening.

7. Needle: Ideal for emergency repairs on various fabrics.

8. Corkscrew: Celebrate milestones wherever you are with this spirited tool.

9. Nail File: Maintain your grooming standards even in the wilderness.

10. Nail Cleaner: A clean, precise tool for the perfect manicure.

11. Ice Breaker: Break the ice at gatherings or literally chip away at the cold stuff.
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Whether you're repairing, maintaining, or creating, the SS-0834 is your trusty

sidekick.

Tailored for the Mass Market

A Price Point That Delights

Affordability is key in making the SS-0834 a hot-selling item. Shieldon Manufacturing

& Trading Combo business offers this army knife at a price that ensures high-volume

turnover and customer satisfaction—a win-win scenario for retailers and consumers

alike.
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Customization That Speaks Volumes

In keeping with the spirit of OEM, the SS-0834 can be customized to fit your brand's

aesthetic and customer preferences. From the handle color to logo placement, the army

knife can be tailored to represent your brand, making it an excellent promotional item

or addition to your product line.

Reliable Quality Control

Quality is not just a buzzword for Shieldon—it's a promise. Each SS-0834 is subject

to rigorous quality control standards, ensuring that every tool is as functional and

resilient as the last. With a satin finish on the main body and a tinted handle, each

knife is as visually appealing as it is reliable.

Bulk Sales and Brand Expansion

Optimized MOQ for Business Needs

The SS-0834 comes with a standard MOQ of 3000 units, providing a balanced quantity

suitable for both burgeoning businesses and seasoned retailers. This MOQ threshold

strikes the ideal balance between having enough stock for high demand without

overextending your inventory.

Broad Appeal

The utility of the SS-0834 resonates with a wide audience. It's an essential for camping

and outdoor aficionados, a handy asset for household DIY tasks, and a thoughtful gift

for just about anyone who appreciates functionality fused with style.

The Ultimate Practical Gift

In the realm of gifts, few items can compete with the practicality and thoughtfulness

of an army knife. The SS-0834, with its array of tools and sleek look, makes for a

present that's both useful and memorable. Perfect for birthdays, holidays, or

corporate giveaways, this army knife serves not just as a tool but as a token of

preparedness you wish upon the recipient.

https://www.shieldon.net/oem-service/
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Conclusion

With the OEM Army Knife 11-in-1 SS-0834, you're not just purchasing a product; you're

investing in a solution for countless scenarios. Shieldon Manufacturing & Trading

Combo business stands at the intersection of innovation, quality, and style, offering

an army knife that meets the diverse needs of today's consumers. When you choose to

stock the SS-0834, you're equipping your customers with more than a tool—you're arming

them with a companion ready to face challenges head-on, in the most colorful way

possible.

The Genesis of the Army Knife

The army knife, also widely recognized as a Swiss Army knife, is a symbol of versatility

and reliability. Its popularity has grown significantly since its inception and

continues to be a staple tool for outdoor enthusiasts, DIY hobbyists, and even everyday

carry (EDC) aficionados. Let's explore some basic knowledge of army knives and delve

into the popular brand models that have carved a niche in the market.
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The army knife originated in the late 19th century, with the first model being crafted

by the company Victorinox, founded by Karl Elsener in Switzerland. This compact tool

was initially created to serve the needs of soldiers in the Swiss Army, hence the name.

The original design included a knife, a screwdriver, a can opener, and a reamer. Over

the years, these knives have evolved to include various other functions, making them

a multifunctional tool for a wide range of applications.

Characteristics of an Army Knife

An army knife is often characterized by its multi-layered design, hosting various tools

that fold into the handle. The classic features usually include a main blade, various

screwdrivers, scissors, tweezers, a toothpick, and often a saw or file. The primary

material used for the tools is stainless steel, which provides durability and

resistance to rust, while the handles are traditionally made from a type of polymer

or sometimes aluminum for more premium versions.

Popular Brands and Models

Victorinox

 Classic SD: Perhaps the most iconic model known worldwide, the Classic SD is compact, with six
essential tools, including a small blade, scissors, and a nail file with a screwdriver tip.

 SwissChamp: For those needing a comprehensive toolset, the SwissChamp is a legend with over 33
functions, including pliers, chisels, and multiple blades.

 Huntsman: Ideal for the outdoors, the Huntsman offers 15 functions, featuring a wood saw and a
multi-purpose hook among the standard tools.

Wenger

Before Wenger was acquired by Victorinox in 2005, it was another official supplier

of knives to the Swiss Army and produced popular models like:

 Wenger Giant: Holding the Guinness World Record for the most multi-tool functions, this knife
boasts 87 tools with 141 different functions.

 Wenger Ranger: A line focused on the needs of outdoor enthusiasts, with a locking blade feature
and ergonomic handles for a better grip.

Gerber
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Although not traditionally Swiss, Gerber's multitools are considered part of the wider

family of army knives due to their functionality and military usage.

 Gerber Multi-Plier 600: Designed with military feedback, it features a robust set of needle-nose
pliers and multiple other tools in a one-handed opening design.

 Gerber Bear Grylls Ultimate Knife: A collaboration with survival expert Bear Grylls, this knife is made
for the extremes, with an integrated fire starter and a whistle.

Choosing an Army Knife

Selecting an army knife is a very personal choice and largely depends on what you need

it for. Consider the following when making your decision:

 Functionality: More functions are not always better. Choose a model that has the tools you need
without unnecessary extras.

 Size and Weight: Think about whether you will carry the knife in a pocket, on a keychain, or in a
backpack. Choose a size and weight that is appropriate for how you will carry and use it.

 Quality: Look for high-quality materials and construction. A well-made army knife can last for
decades.

 Price: Prices can vary widely. Balance the cost against the quality and functionality you're getting.

Conclusion

Army knives are renowned for their quality and utility. Brands like Victorinox and

Gerber have created a variety of models to suit different needs, ensuring that there's

an army knife out there for everyone. When purchasing an army knife, consider what

tools you need, the size and weight you prefer, and how much you're willing to spend.

A good army knife is an investment, providing a trusty companion for life's adventures,

big and small. Whether you're a camper, a hiker, or simply someone who likes to be

prepared at all times, an army knife can be an invaluable tool in your arsenal.

https://www.shieldon.net/product_categories/army-knife/
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